construit, en 1891, un plongement ka ehlerien de ~ P a1 X... X dans CP ~1'"'~n~ N(al,...,an) _ (1 + Segre [4] constructed in 1891 an imbedding from the product variety C P°~ into C (°~~~), N = a + ~i + as follows l t is well-known that S ~ is a Kaehler imbedding which is known as the Segre imbedding from C P" X C Pinto C ("'~~'I In 1 981 , Chen [2] had considered the «converse» problem to the Segre imbedding and obtained the following. imbedding. We call it the Segre imbedding from C P 'X...X(!:P n into C P .
!n view of Theorem A~ it is natural and interesting to consider the following two problems: Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction.
If n = 3, this lemma is just Lemma 7. Now we assume that this lemma holds for n ~ -1, Q > 4, we want to prove that it is also true for n = Q. Let Thus, by using (1.7), (1.9), (1.12) and (5.4), we get where $ = ( l -3 h ) ( X k 1 a 1 , . . . , x k l -1 a l -1 (Q.E.D.)
